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Crumpler et 61. [ I  ,2] showed evidence for the presence of distinct regional linear discontinuities in topography and radar 
backscatter which cut across the generally east-west strike of the Aphrodite highlands (Fig. 1 ) .  These cross-strike discon- 
tinuities are generally parallel, are up to 2000-4000 km in length and 100-200 km in width, and subdivide the terrain into large 
rectangular segments which appear to be offset in en echelon fashion from one another in a generally right-lateral sense. These 
features were interpreted to be of tectonic origin and to re resent either: 1) large-scale strike-slip faults or shear zones, or 2) 
analogs to oceanic fracture zone/transform faults on Earth f3]. In this paper we examine the topography of western Aphrodite 
Terra in detail lo characterize further the general environment of the cross-strike discontinuities, and to distinguish between 
proposed hypotheses for their origin. 

Pioneer-Venus digital altimetry data [4] were used to compile profiles oriented parallel and at angles to the cross-strike 
discontinuities (Pig. 1 ,  2). Individual profiles are reversed and then aligned along the center of symmetry in order to enhance 
the detection of any topographic symmetry. The dominant characteristic of the topography in each domain in profiles taken 
parallel to the discontinuities is a strong bilateral symmetry, with the axis of symmetry located approximately in the central part 
of Aphrodite Terra (Fig. 1, 2). Strong bilateral symmetry is not apparent in topographic profiles taken along other directions 
(Fig. 2e) .  

Assessment of each individual profile indicates that the general characteristic of the topography can be described as a broad 
bell-shaped symmetry or convexity of the highlands and surrounding lowlands. There are several common components to the 
symmetry across domains: 1) a central steep-sided highland plateau 2000-3000 km in width; topography within this plateau 
can be quite variable in different domains, ranging from concave to convex; 2) broad flanking lows that generally slope away 
from the edge of the central highland plateau and extend for 2000-4000 km; rates of topographic change away from the plateau 
vary between domains; 3) individual peaks and troughs occurring both on the plateau and the flanking lows; these features are 
200-500 km wide and are generally symmetrically distributed about the central axis of symmetry, having conjugate features on 
the opposite side or flank. 

In summary, the nature of topography within domains between major cross-strike discontinuities is extremely symmetrical in 
directions parallel to the discontinuities. The symmetry is broadly bell-shaped and has three major elements (central plateau, 
flanking slopes,and individual peaks and troughs). Conjugate peaks and troughs observed in individual profiles are often seen to 
be continuous from profile to profile within a domain, and thus to form linear ridges and troughs which parallel each other and 
are oriented at right angles to the linear discontinuities. The axis of symmetry of these linear ridges within each domain strikes 
about N700E, and is often characterized by a linear depression or chasm. Although similar in orientation, these axes are not 
continuous between domains; they have distinct right-lateral offsets ranging from 200 to 1000 km. These axes, and other linear 
elements within domains, are oriented normal to, and terminate against, the cross-strike discontinuities that form the domain 
boundaries. 

On the basis of these data, it is clear that the major linear cross-strike discontinuities define rectangular domains which have 
pronounced topographic symmetry in a direction parallel to the discontinuities (and about an axis normal to the discontinuities), 
that the topographic symmetry is offset in a generally right-lateral sense at the discontinuities, and that when profiles are aligned 
along their centers of symmetry, there are differences in symmetry between adjacent domains. These characteristics define the 
general toponraphic environment of the cross-strike discontinuities. and oermit the further assessment of hvaotheses for the . . 
origin of theFe features. 

Crumpler et al. [1.2] discussed several possible origins for large-scale linear cross-strike discontinuities and favored two: 1) 
fracture zones analogous to those found in terrestrial ocean basins, and 2) strike-slip faults or shear zones. Terrestrial strike-slip 
faults or shear zones up to 200 km wide and several hundred to over 1000 km long are known (San Andreas, Great Glen, 
Anatolian. Alpine, e tc . ) ,  and these faults offset topography and geologic structure over distances measured in many tens of 
kilometers. Retrodeformation of western Aphrodite domains along the discontinuities (so that the axes of symmetry are aligned) 
results In broad continuity. However, the topographic details of the domains (ridges, troughs, edges of plateaus, slopes of 
flanks) do not match across the discontinuity. This factor, combined with the large amount of apparent strike-slip offset (up to 
1000 km) required, the consistently symmetrical nature of the topography parallel to the discontinuities, and the number and 
parallelism of the discontinuities themselves, all seem to present difficulties for a sim le hypothesis of strike-slip faulting. 

Terrestrial oceanic fracture zones are characterized by long (100's to over 2000 km linear to arcuale zones less than 100 km 
wide and often separating broad elevations of ocean floor in a step-down fashion 1 31. Topographic differences across the 
fracture zones are most distinctive in the central areas near the rises, and are less distinct in the distal regions of (he surroulldi~~g 
lows. Fracture zones die out distally, or terminate at the edges of continents, and commonly occur as a series of parallel 
structures separated by tens to hundreds of kilometers. Topographic features between fracture zones, such as rise crests and 
smaller linear ridges, are commonly oriented normal to, and terminate against, the fracture zone, showing apparent offset along 
the strike of the fracture zone. Topography in domains between fracture zones can be strongly symmetrical about the rise axis in 
a direction parallel to the fracture zone [S]. Cross-strike discontinuities and associated domain topography in western 
Aphrodite 'Terra compare favorably to terrestrial oceanic fracture zones in the following ways: 1) characteristics of individual 
discontinuities (length, width, topographic step-downs, e tc . ) ,  2) patterns and distribution of discontinuities (abundance and 
parallelism), and 3) domain topography (strong bilateral symmetry within domains in a direction parallel to discontinuities, the 
linear nature of this symmetry normal to discontinuities, the lateral offset of axes of symmetry and other linear elements at 
discontinuities, and the differences in details of symmetry between domains). 

On the basis of the characteristics of the linear cross-strike discontinuities observed in western Aphrodite Terra [1,2] ,  and 
on the characteristics of the topography of the domains between discontinuities (and its similarity to topography between ter- 
restrial oceanic fracture zones), we interpret the cross-strike discontinuities to be analogous to terrestrial oceanic fracture zones. 
We find little evidence to support an interpretation of these features as pure strike-slip faults or shear zones. 
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FIR. 1. L.ocalion of proposed discontinuities (1 through 7 )  and PV ai t imel~ic  profile tracks (dotted lines) shown below. 

Fig. 2. Profiles parallel to discontinuities. Upper profile is normal view. Imwer profile is same profile flipped about center bf 
highlands and illustrating presence of strong topographic symmetry. 
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